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ABSTRACT 

Design of low power device is now an essential field of  research due to increase in demand of  or table devices. Flip flops are one 

of the most complex and power consuming component among the various building blocks in digital designs. Clocking network 

and flip flops consume about 30 to 70 % of total power in the system out of which 90 % is consumed by flip flop. So in this paper 

the designing of low power and area single edge triggered D flip flop is proposed. This flip flop has reduced area and we are 

designing it by using various techniques. This D flip flop has been implemented using 180 nm technology. The layout of     D FF 

is designed using fully automatic, semi custom layout and fully custom layout techniques. The flip flop can be designed by 

transistors, tristate logic, 5 transistors, 10 transistors and 16 transistors model, transmission gates, GDI technique  and comparing 

the power dissipation and area of technique.  The overall design area is optimized to enhance the chip density. It can be used in 

various applications like digital VLSI clocking, buffers, registers, microprocessors etc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Flip-flops are the basic building blocks of the sequential 

circuits. They are used to store the data, processed by 

combinational circuit and synchronization of operation at a 

given clock frequency. The flip flops are basic building blocks 

of the digital electronics systems used in computers and many 

other types of systems. Level triggered flip flop is also known 

as latch and this latch is mainly used as storage element. Other 

type of flip-flop is edge trigger. Flip-flop is edge trigger means 

its output changes at the rising or falling edge of clock (at 

positive or negative edge). Flip-Flop is an electronic circuit 

that stores the logical state of one or more data input signal 

with respect to edge of clock. They are also used in 

computational circuits to operate in selected sequences during 

recurring clock intervals to receive and maintain data for a 

short time period so that other circuits within a system can 

further process data. Data is stored in flip-flop at each rising 

and falling edge of clock signal so that it can be applied as the 

inputs to  

other combinational or sequential circuits, the flip-flops that 

store data on rising or falling edge of  clock are known as 

single edge triggered flip flops and the flip-flops that store 

data on both the rising  and falling edge of a clock are called 

as double edge triggered flip-flops. 

 In many digital very large scale integration (VLSI) designs, 

the clock systems there is clock distribution network and flip 

flop and the flip flop is one of the most power consuming 

component. It nearly consumes 30 to 70 % of the total system 

power, where 90 % of which is consumed by the flip-flops and 

the last branches of the clock distribution network that is 

driving the flip-flop. With the recent trend in frequency 

scaling and deep pipelining, this clocking system power is the 

major component in total power dissipation. For portable 

digital circuit the power budget is strictly limited, it is 

important to minimize the power consumption in both clock 

distribution networks and flip-flops. At high frequency 
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operation in the timing budget and the latency of the flip-flops 

should be minimum. In modern VLSI technology it is 

necessary to reduce both power consumption and latency . The 

dual-edge triggering also reduce the power consumption in the 

clock distribution network but it increases complexity of the 

design and complexity of clock distribution network. 

Conventional 16-transistor SET D flip-flop operates either at 

positive edge or negative edge of the clock. For the proper 

operation of the flip-flop, the input value should be constant 

just before setup time (tsetup) and just after hold time (thold) 

of the triggering edge of the clock.  The fig.1. shows the 

conventional 16-transistor SET D flip-flop. This conventional 

SET D flip flop consist of master and slave section. The 

dashed vertical line separate master and slave sections . A 

PMOS transistor which is present in the feedback path as it 

leads to a more compact layout than using a NMOS transistor. 

The pass transistors can be replaced with transmission gates in 

high noise environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1: Conventional 16 transistor SET D flip flop  

 

Figure 2: SET D flip flop using 10 transistor 

The circuit of 10-transistor negative edge triggered SET D 

flip-flop is shown in fig.2. Here the feedback circuit of the 

master section is removed and in slave section feedback circuit 

consists of transmission gate. When clock is high , master 

latch is enable and the inverse of data is stored to an 

intermediate node X. When the clock become LOW, the slave 

latch consisting of transistor 2 and regenerative feedback 

circuit L1 becomes enable and produces data at the output Q 

and QB. 

                    

Figure 3: D Flip flop using 5 transistors 

 

Figure 3 Shows positive edge triggered 5 Transistor D latch. If 

Clock and input  becomes high then the transistors M1, M5 

shows off condition and remaining transistors M2, M3, M4 

shows on. The output becomes high. During on clock period 

whatever is the value of input it becomes output. Figure 3: D 

Flip flop using 5 transistors Minimum power consumption is 

necessary for high 

performance VLSI systems. In digital CMOS circuit there are 

three sources of power dissipation, the first occurs due to 

signal transition, the second is from short circuit current which 

flows directly from supply to ground terminal and the last 

comes due to leakage currents. As technology scales down,  

the short circuit power becomes comparable to dynamic power 

dissipation 

 The D-latch has many applications in digital circuit 

design, primarily for temporary storage of data or as a delay 

element. The circuit shown in Figure 3 shows a basic two-

inverter loop and two CMOS transmission gate (TG) switches. 

The TG at the input is activated by the clock signal, whereas 

the TG in the inverter loop is activated by the inverse of the 

clock signal. Thus, the input signal is accepted (latched) into 

the circuit when the clock is high, and this information is 

preserved as the state of the inverter loop when the clock is 

low 
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Figure 4: D Flip flop using transmission gate 

  

2. GDI TECHNIQUE 

Gate diffusion technique is defined as a new technique of low 

power digital combination of circuit design. This allows 

reduced power consumption and delayed propogation.The 

GDI technique is more important because it involves only two 

transistors. GDI technique can be used to design fast , low 

power circuits using only few transistors and reduced power 

consumption ,delay and area of the digital circuit. It maintains 

low complexity of logic design.GDI Technique is very flexible 

for digital circuits and power efficient using less transistor 

count.GDI method is based on the simple cell.  It contains four 

terminals those are : G node, P node and N node are inputs 

and D node is output. G node is the common gate input of 

PMOS and NMOS. P node is the outer diffusion node of 

PMOS.N node is the outer diffusion node of NMOS. D node is 

the common diffusion of both transistors P, N,D may be used 

as input or output depends upon the structure requirement. It 

should be noted that the source of PMOS in GDI cell is not 

connected to VDD or source of NMOS is not connected to 

GND. This feature gives the GDI cell two extra input pins to 

use to makes the GDI design more flexible than conventional 

methods. 

 

3. GDI FLIP FLOP IMPLEMENTATION 

An implementation of low power negative edge triggered D 

flip flop using GDI (Gate Diffusion Input) technique. The 

main aim of this work to minimize the power dissipation using 

GDI Technique. It is called Gate Diffusion Input Technique 

because the inputs are directly diffused into the gates of the 

transistors of N type and P type devices. This Negative edge 

triggered D flip flop is designed using Master slave 

configuration and both contains four GDI cells, and the 

sampling is done on the falling edge of the clock signal. In this 

the input at the falling edge is transferred to output port. Body 

gates and inverters are used in this circuit. Body gates used for 

creating two alternative paths as for holding state or 

transparent state and inverters are used for buffering of the 

internal signals for swing restoration .This circuit contains 18 

transistors including inverters .so it is an efficient alternative 

for low power consumption and better performance than 

conventional methods. Figure. 2 shows the GDI D flip flop 

implementation circuit . 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: D flip flop using GDI technique 

 

 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

The simulation result of GDI technique is shown in fig 6 and 

its layout diagram is shown in fig 7.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: Schematic diagram of D flip flop using GDI technique 
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Fig 7: Layout diagram of D flip flop using GDI technique 

 

Similarly we can obtain the layout for all above specified 

techniques. Their area, power dissipation and critical delay is 

calculated from the simulation.  These are shown in table1 and 

the plotted graph between different techniques on X axis and 

area, power dissipation and critical delay on Y axis.  

 

 

 

Table 1: comparision of different techniques WRT area, 

Power consumption and critical delay 

 

 

Fig 8:  Graphical comparision of different techniques WRT 

area, Power consumption and critical delay 

 

From the graph it can be noted that the GDI technique 

consumes less power, 5T occupies less area and provides less 

critical delay. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Since Flip flops are one of the most complex and power 

consuming component among the various building blocks in 

digital designs amd Clocking network and flip flops consume 

about 30 to 70 % of total power in the system out of which 90 

% is consumed by flip flop, the GDI Flip Flop is preferred in 

those circuits  where the less power consumption is required. 

In some circuits it is the main aim to reduce the areaand 

reduce the delay, at that time the 5T Flip Flop is preferred.  
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